Venue Handbook

78 Currie St, Adelaide SA 5000

08 8110 9000

say.kitchen@sjys.com.au

About
An initiative of St John’s Youth Services, say.kitchen is a community
meeting space incorporating a gallery, meeting rooms and function
venues. Coffee and catering at say.kitchen are provided by Bush
Tukka, whose menu features delicious dishes made from locally
sourced indigenous ingredients.

Say.kitchen is also a welcoming space for young people where they can train in hospitality,
explore opportunities in the arts and receive the support they need to navigate challenges and
create amazing futures.
By choosing say.kitchen for your next meeting, training day or event, you're not only
choosing a fantastic venue - you're also choosing to back young people in South Australia.

Choose

for...

a relaxed workspace with comfortable couches and fast free wi-fi
private meeting rooms that feature stunning original artwork by Marra Dreaming
corporate function spaces that can be configured to accommodate small or large groups for
training, workshops or meetings
a gallery where you can enjoy exhibits by emerging artists, or hold an exhibition of your own
a performance venue for your next comedy gig, theatrical production or concert
flexible event spaces that can be adapted to suit everything from small casual gatherings to
large events such as product launches or fundraising events
on-site catering from Bush Tukka

spaces
Board room
Our private meeting room is ideal for executive meetings, workshops,
interviews and training. The large board room seats up to 12, and
features an extraordinary mural painted for say.kitchen by Marra
Dreaming. Room hire includes access to a laptop connected to a
large screen TV.

Gallery
The flexible say.kitchen gallery can be adapted to your needs,
making it ideal for exhibitions, functions, workshops and
training. This versatile space can accommodate up to 60
guests, depending on your chosen room arrangement. The
gallery includes access to a data projector, viewing screen,
laptop and sound system.

Central hub
The heart of say.kitchen, the central hub can transform into a
performance venue, breakout space, casual meeting area for
a few or a function space for crowd. Includes access to a
stage and microphone.
Please visit the say.kitchen website for current prices.

room layouts
We know every event is unique, and have designed say.kitchen with flexibility in mind so it can be
adapted to your requirements. If you're not sure which space or layout to choose, call in or contact us
and our Venue Coordinator will work with you to find the perfect fit for your function.
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Booking at
Step one
Click the 'Booking enquiries' button on the
say.kitchen website, then simply complete
and submit the online form. One of the
say.kitchen team will get back to you within
two business days via your preferred contact
method.

Step two
We'll ask you to complete a Venue Hire
form, which we'll email to you. You'll also
find the form on the bookings page of the
say.kitchen website.
When we've received your completed form,
you'll be issued with an invoice for venue
hire. To confirm your booking, a deposit of
25% is required within seven days.

Step three
Catering at say.kitchen is provided by Bush
Tukka, who can be contacted at:
catering@culinaryadelaide.sa.edu.au
Catering is invoiced separately by Bush
Tukka.

Enquiries
For general queries or questions about the
venue, contact Shanna on 0400 952 506 or
email say.kitchen@sjys.com.au
You can visit say.kitchen at 78 Currie St,
Adelaide any weekday between 8.30am to
4.30pm to take a look around.
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Getting to
Located in the heart of Adelaide's west end,
say.kitchen is a short walk from the city centre.

say.kitchen is wheelchair
accessible and welcomes
Companion Card holders.

If you're heading in by bus, you'll find us right
next to stop D4 on Currie Street.
If you're driving to say.kitchen, there are lots of
nearby public car parks including Secure Parking
on Tatham Street and UPark Topham, both
accessible from Waymouth St.

